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Dear Shareholders,

2002 has been a time of rapid change for Amity Oil.

Since discovering gas in Turkey we have achieved a

great deal and been faced with many challenges.

Among the highlights for this year has been the

drilling of the successful Gocerler-2 and Gocerler-3

appraisal wells in our Gocerler Gas field in Turkey.

Importantly, since gas sales started in February

2002, the Thrace Joint Venture has established itself

as a reliable gas supplier.

In January 2002 Amity drilled the Beyazkoy-1

wildcat well, situated to the northwest of the

Gocerler Field.  Though it was not a commercial

success, the well produced oil on test - an

encouraging sign for future exploration along that

trend.  

In terms of gas production, by 30 June 2002, the

Thrace Joint Venture (50% Amity) was selling an

average of 2.4 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd) to

three customers and we have since increased this

figure. 

In July 2002, our Joint Venture partner, TPAO,

invited Amity to utilise a portion of its pipeline

infrastructure to widen the Joint Venture's access to

customers.  This arrangement has allowed us to

rapidly contract most of the gas we feel prudent to

sell before full field development.  As a result,

Amity expects a sharp increase in production over

the next few months.  

As currently configured, the Gocerler production

plant is capable of producing from 12 to 15 mmcfd,

however a plant upgrade that is currently underway

will lift that capacity to 20 mmcfd by the end of the

calendar year. 

On the exploration front, Amity is shooting a 3-D

seismic program on the Gocerler trend with the

expectation of delineating several drillable

locations for this year.  In addition, a second

seismic crew has been brought in to shoot 2-D

seismic lines on our 100%-owned acreage in the

Thrace and Adana basins and we expect this

program to generate drillable prospects as well.

In Australia, we are striving to complete the

farmout of the Whicher Range-5 appraisal well in

the southern Perth Basin.

Amity is in active negotiations

with a number of companies at

present and we anticipate the

definitive test of this field in the

third and fourth quarters.

Demonstrating higher flow rates

from the large gas resource at

Whicher Range is the key to

establishing commerciality on

this field and there is every

indication that improved

stimulation techniques and the

use of more appropriate drilling

practices will give this field a good chance of

proving economic.

Turning to corporate matters, Amity has expanded

its Board to take account of the rapid growth of the

company from junior explorer to international

producer.

High-level personnel changes include the

relinquishment of the Chief Executive's role by Mr.

Peter Allchurch, the founder of the company.  Peter

is now concentrating on maximising our progress

in Turkey in his new role of Executive Director.  His

talent and vision, concentrated on our major

assets, will bring benefits to shareholders faster

than would otherwise be the case.  At the request

of the Board, I have taken on the Chief Executive's

role.  

I am pleased to report that as of September 2002,

Amity has $19 million in cash reserves, and no

debt.  This reserve, together with our production

income, is more than sufficient to cover our

aggressive exploration program through the

2002/2003 year.

The company expects to be profitable in the

coming year and is anticipating further exploration

success.  The Board believes that achieving these

important milestones will take Amity Oil to an

entirely new level, and we look forward to the future

with optimism.

R.A. ELLIOTT
Chairman

Chairman’s Report
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AUGUST 2001 
Completion of Gocerler Natural 

Gas Pipeline

The 18.4 kilometre, 8-inch diameter

Gocerler Natural Gas Pipeline stretching

from the Gocerler Gas Field to the Misinli

industrial area of Turkey was completed in

August 2001.

NOVEMBER 2001
Completion of Gocerler Natural Gas

Processing Plant

Commissioning of the Gocerler Natural

Gas Processing Plant was completed in

November 2001, despite being hampered

by the heaviest snowfalls and extreme

wind chill conditions experienced in Turkey

for more than 50 years.  

DECEMBER 2001
Gocerler-2 Well Successfully Tested at 5

Million Cubic Feet Per Day

On 24 December 2001, the Gocerler-2 well

flowed at a stabilized rate of 5.4 million

cubic feet (151,700 cubic metres) per day.

Observation of the flare suggested the

condensate rate may be higher than that

of Gocerler-1.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2002 
Commencement of Gas Sales and Receipt of

First Gas Sales Revenue

Delivery of sales gas by the Amity-TPAO

Thrace Joint Venture commenced in

January 2002 from the Gocerler Gas Field to

the first contracted customer, a privately

owned Turkish electric power generating

station. In March 2002 Amity received its

first invoice on behalf of the Joint Venture

for gas sales to the end of February.

FEBRUARY 2002
Oil Shows in Beyazkoy Well Point to Oil

Potential on Gocerler Trend

The Amity operated exploration well,

Beyazkoy-1, located in the Thrace Basin of

Western Turkey and on the same

structural trend as Gocerler-1 and 2,

proved that both oil and gas have

migrated into this area.  This is extremely

encouraging for the Company’s future

exploration in the Thrace Basin.

MARCH 2002
Gocerler Gas Field Officially Opened by

the Turkish Minister for Energy

Just 16 months since discovery, the

Gocerler Gas Field was officially opened

for production in March 2002, heralding

Amity Oil as the newest and second

largest gas producer in Turkey.

HIGHLIGHTS



More than 400 people plus media

attended the opening ceremony, held on-

site at the Gocerler Field.

Amity Oil’s Peter Allchurch and Minister for

Energy & Natural Resources for the

Republic of Turkey, Mr Zeki Cakan, began

the first official gas flow by opening a valve

directing gas to the new processing plant

and a demonstration gas flare. 

APRIL 2002
Gocerler-3 Well Tests at 31 Million Cubic

Feet – A Turkish Record

The Gocerler-3 appraisal well flowed at a

maximum stabilised rate of 31 million

cubic feet of gas per day (mmcfd) - a record

high in Turkey, exceeding the previous best

gas flow of 14.2 mmcfd held by the

Gocerler-1 well.  This outstanding result

confirmed that the existing three Gocerler

wells were capable of supplying gas to full

pipeline capacity.

JUNE 2002
3D Seismic Survey Over Gocerler 

Trend Commences

The acquisition of 3D seismic began on

the Thrace Joint Venture in June 2002

following completion of a programme of

2D seismic.  The 232 square kilometre

seismic survey is centred on the Gocerler

Gas Field and extends a total of 26

kilometres along the prospective Gocerler

structural trend. 

JULY 2002
Thrace Joint Venture Enters New Gas

Marketing and Transport Arrangements

In July 2002 the Thrace Joint Venture

successfully negotiated with an

established Turkish energy marketing

group to market Gocerler gas into that

group’s extensive existing client network. 

Attractive Prospects and Leads Identified
in Amity’s Adana Basin Licences

A review of old well and seismic data has

identified a large number of attractive

leads in the Adana Basin in southern

Turkey.  Amity currently holds nine licences

in the Adana and Iskerderum Basins, which

are both close major industrial areas with

high gas demand.

AUGUST 2002
Joint Venture Delivering Gas to Four

Customers, Signs on Five New Customers

In August 2002 Amity commenced gas

sales to a fourth customer using a newly

completed join to TPAO’s wholly owned

pipeline system.   Average daily gas sales

for the first half of September were 3.0

mmcf/d, up from 2.4 mmcf/d for the last

half of August.

Extensive 2D Seimic Survey Begins

An extensive 2D seismic

survey programme to

define drilling targets in

Amity’s 100%-owned

licences in Turkey

began in August 2002.

Using the latest

technology, it is

expected this survey

will more accurately

identify and evaluate

prospects.
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Amity was granted its first exploration licence

in the Thrace Basin of western Turkey in 2000.

In October 2000, the Gocerler Gas Field was

discovered in that licence by a 50-50 joint

venture between the Turkish Government

owned Turkish Petroleum Corporation (TPAO)

and Amity Oil International Pty Ltd (operator),

a subsidiary of Amity Oil Limited.  Since then,

Amity’s main objectives in Turkey have been:

• To bring the discovery to commercial

production as soon as possible;

• To establish the Joint Venture as a reliable

and quality producer; 

• To increase gas sales as quickly as possible

to take advantage of

attractive gas prices; and 

• To step up the pace of

exploration, with the aims

of further discovery and

consolidation of Amity’s

strong position in Turkey.

Most of these objectives have

already been achieved.  The

Gocerler Gas Field was

brought to production in

early 2002.  By June the Joint

Venture was established as a

reliable producer.  Gas sales have increased

since June and, with two seismic surveys in

progress, the pace of exploration is building. 

Amity is now a substantial exploration

licence holder in Turkey and is committed to

a major exploration and production program

into the future.  

Turkey has been overlooked in the past by

many oil companies and has been relatively

lightly explored.  However, Amity believes

Turkey has the right geology for significant

discoveries, is commercially attractive and has

low country risk.      

Turkey is a secular parliamentary democracy of

some 70 million people with a rapidly growing

demand for energy, particularly natural gas.

The present gas market is very large, with

national consumption around 1,700 million

cubic feet per day.  98% of the gas is imported

and prices are high by Australian standards.  

Turkey has comparable commercial terms for

gas production to those in Australia.  The

Turkish Government encourages foreign

investment and is particularly interested in

Turkey achieving greater energy self-

sufficiency.
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Turkey is a strong ally of the United States of

America and is a member of NATO.  Turkey’s

economy has been weak over the past 18

months, but the Government has made

significant structural changes designed to

effect long-term improvement in the economy. 

THRACE BASIN

The Thrace Basin lies west of Istanbul in

European Turkey and is host to some 14 gas

fields and three oil fields.  Early exploration

targeted deep plays in Eocene age sediments

and resulted in several discoveries.  Recently

the majority of discoveries have been in

shallower sediments of younger Tertiary age. 

Amity’s initial strategy concentrated on

evaluating this relatively untested section by

mapping existing seismic and drilling prospects

using appropriate drilling methods.  New

seismic surveys are in progress or planned, to

more accurately define and evaluate prospects

using the latest technology.

Thrace Joint Venture Area A 

(Amity 50% - Operator)

Gocerler Gas Field

The Thrace Joint Venture is divided into Area A,

operated by Amity and Area B, which is

operated by TPAO.  The Gocerler Gas Field is

located in Area A.

Between December 2001 and April 2002, the

Gocerler-2 and Gocerler-3 development wells

were drilled and completed for production on

the Gocerler Gas Field.  Gocerler-2 flow tested at

5 million cubic feet per day, while Gocerler-3

flowed at 31 million cubic feet per day, the

highest flow recorded from a gas well in Turkey.

Further development drilling will follow

interpretation of the 3D seismic presently being

acquired over the field and the Gocerler

structural trend. This is currently scheduled to

start in late 2002.

Construction of the Gocerler pipeline and gas

processing plant continued from the beginning

of the financial year and was completed by

November 2001.  Equipment commissioning

was hampered by extreme cold in the coldest

winter in Western Turkey for 50 years, but was

completed for first commercial gas sales in

February 2002. 

Gas sales to large consumers, such as power

stations, were initially discontinuous as all had

existing competitor gas supply contracts which

had to expire before sales could rise to

continuous full supply levels.  In addition, some

months of delivery were necessary to establish

the Joint Venture as a reliable supplier of

consistent high quality gas.  There were some

five
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The Joint Venture is targeting gas sales of 15

to 20 million cubic feet per day by year-end.

The plateau level of gas production from the

field will not be determined until the results

of the 3D seismic and further wells are

available, together with the analysis of several

months of well production.

A Government-owned gas marketing and

distribution company sets imported gas

prices in Turkey monthly.  Prices are very high

by Australian standards and have

strengthened over the past few months.  Gas

prices are divided into two classes,

interruptible and uninterruptible.  The price of

interruptible gas to power stations has

increased from around US$4 (A$7.40) per

thousand standard cubic feet (mcf) in late

2001, to US$4.69 (A$8.68) on 1 July 2002.

Work is well advanced on upgrading the

capacity of the gas processing plant to 20

million cubic feet per day, from its present

capacity of 12 to 15 million cubic feet per day.

Final plant capacity will be determined after

analysis of seismic, well data and production

history.  At present, two wells are tied in to the

unexpected start-up delays from the customer

side, which were beyond Amity’s control. 

From the start of gas sales in February to 30

June 2002, a total of 293.2 million standard

cubic feet of gas and 2,280 barrels of

condensate were produced over a total of 87

days.  This equates to an average production

rate of 3.3 million cubic feet per day.

By late July 2002, most customer start-up

delays were overcome and new gas marketing

and transport arrangements, agreed to by the

Joint Venture, cleared the way for increased

gas sales.  Contracts for the sale of more than

9.2 million cubic feet per day, for delivery from

late calendar 2002, were signed in July-August

2002.  Further sales contracts are under

negotiation.  In addition, the Joint Venture’s

existing four customers are contracted to

increase consumption to around 7.6 million

cubic feet per day on a continuous basis, from

October 2002. 
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plant, the third and probably the fourth, will

be tied in during upgrade construction.

A 330 square kilometre 3D seismic survey over

the Gocerler structural trend in both Area A

and Area B is nearing completion.  Processing

and interpretation of the 3D data will form the

basis of future exploration in Area A.

In February 2002, Amity operated the

Beyazkoy-1 well, which was designed to test a

thick zone of log interpreted gas pay in the old

Delen-1 well.  On test, the zone surprisingly

flowed 38
o

API oil at about 150 barrels per day,

but quickly went to water with a trace of oil.

Although the well was not commercial, the

presence of oil in the Gocerler structural trend

is most encouraging.  It is possible the well

clipped the edge of an updip oil pool.  The 3D

seismic survey will provide further data to

determine whether the drilling of an updip

well is warranted.

Thrace Joint Venture Area B (Amity 50%)

The Thrace Joint Venture has approved the

drilling of the Cayirdere-1 well in Area B to test

a structure which has the potential to hold

around 30 billion cubic feet of gas.  The well will

be operated by Amity’s Joint Venture partner,

TPAO.  TPAO expects to spud the well in

October 2002.

The Cayirdere Prospect is located 33 kilometres

southeast of Gocerler, near the eastern side of

the Joint Venture area, and is close to four

producing gas fields (Ardic, Degirmenkoy,

Karacali, Yulafli). The area is well served by

infrastructure.

The Cayirdere Prospect is a shallow structure

with a coincident, strong seismic amplitude

anomaly. The anomaly is similar to the seismic

amplitude anomaly over the Gocerler Gas Field.

3D seismic over the southeastern extension of

the Gocerler structural trend has been

completed and processing of the data is

underway.  

Exploration Licence 3599 (Amity 100%)

This petroleum exploration licence is located

about 35 kilometres west of the Gocerler field

in the Thrace Basin and adjoins the city of

Luleburgaz.  The Hamitibat and Umurca gas

fields are immediately north of the licence

and the Hyrabolu field is to the south.

Mapping of old seismic has defined three

large structures in addition to the known gas

and oil bearing Alacaoglu Prospect.  The two

southern structures, Karakavak and

Karapurcek, were drilled in 1970 and 1957

respectively for deep oil targets between 3300

metres and 4200 metres. Little information is

available on the earlier well, but the Karakavak-

1 well recorded gas shows at several

stratigraphic levels.

The Alacaoglu prospect is a 36 square

kilometre thrusted anticlinal closure with

multiple reservoir objectives at the Danismen,

Osmancik and Mezardere Formations in the
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A 2D seismic survey to detail these structures

and assist in establishing drilling locations

started in September.

Exploration Licences 3629 and 3630 

(Amity 100%)

These licences are located about 70 kilometres

southwest of the Gocerler gas field and are

lightly explored, with only two wells drilled and

a thin database of old seismic data.  However, it

is clear that some of the same geological strata

are present as are known in gas bearing areas to

the north.  Review of existing data has been

completed and it is intended to acquire

approximately 100 kilometres of seismic in each

licence this year.

Adana and Iskerderun Basins 

(Amity 100%)

Amity currently holds 9 licences in these

Tertiary age basins, situated on the eastern-

most part of the Mediterranean coast in

southern Turkey.  The Adana region has major

industrial areas with strong gas demand and

the probability of commercialising any

discovery is high.

The geology of the basin is similar to the Thrace

Basin, in that early Tertiary marine

sedimentation and tectonics gave rise to

excellent petroleum source rocks and a variety

of structural and stratigraphic traps.  There are

several active oil and gas seeps, including an

area to the north of Amity’s licences, which

began flowing oil after an earthquake in 1998.

Although there has been no onshore drilling for

14 years, there are three old gas discoveries

(undeveloped) and one commercial oil

discovery in the basin.

top-thrust and bottom-thrust.  About half the

prospect lies in Amity’s permit.

There are over 45 metres of up-dip structural

closure above the nearby Alacaoglu-1 well,

which tested small volumes of oil and gas

without water.  Recoverable reserves are

estimated to be 57 million barrels of oil or 200

billion cubic feet of gas from the bottom-thrust

Osmancik Formation alone.

Amity’s technical staff believe the structures

have the potential to host major gas deposits,

and that old drilling methods would have

damaged gas reservoirs, significantly reducing

their flow potential.
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A review of old well and seismic data has

identified three attractive gas plays in the

Iskenderun Basin and a large number of leads in

the Adana Basin.  The Iskenderun plays include

old wells with recorded gas and oil flows.

A 2D seismic survey is planned for late 2002 to

define drilling locations on the mapped

prospects and leads.

Haymana-Polatli and Cankiri Basins 

(Amity 100%)

Amity has five exploration licences in the

Haymana-Polatli Basin and four exploration

licences in the Cankiri Basin.  The licences are

located onshore, close to the national capital,

Ankara.  There is a population of about 10

million people within this region.

Both basins have thick upper Cretaceous to

Tertiary age sedimentary sequences and have

potential for oil and gas in turbidite sands,

algal carbonates and associated thick

evaporites.  Compilation of vintage data and

data review is in progress.
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Amity operates two onshore permits in the

southern Perth Basin and holds two

onshore permit applications in the northern

portion of the Basin.  The target in all areas

is gas in Permian sandstone reservoirs

similar to the Dongara and Whicher Range

fields.  The proximity of these areas to local

gas markets and distribution pipelines is an

attractive feature.

EP 408, Whicher Range Gas Field  

(Amity 73.78% - Operator)

The Whicher Range Gas Field is a large

undeveloped gas discovery located within EP

408. The Whicher Range Gas Field is

estimated to contain up to 4 trillion cubic feet

of gas in place in tight Permian age sandstone

reservoirs.  Amity plans to drill the Whicher

Range-5 appraisal well with significantly

different drilling and completion techniques

compared to those employed on any of the

previous wells in the field.  
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The rationale underlying the new techniques

is to minimise formation damage by water

during drilling and stimulation to maximise

gas flows.  The reservoir will be drilled under-

balanced with air.  If a commercial gas flow is

obtained, the well will be completed for

production.  If the well requires stimulation to

flow commercially, a liquid carbon dioxide and

oil-based monobore "frac" programme is

planned.  This is an innovative technique

involving the use of liquid carbon dioxide and

gelled oil as a fracture fluid.  This system is

based on the successful liquid carbon-dioxide

frac carried out on Whicher Range-4 by Amity.

Drilling of the well suffered a setback at the

end of 2001 when the farminee was unable to

meet its funding obligations and the farmout

agreement was terminated.

Amity is at present seeking interested parties

to take a farmin position to assist in funding

drilling of the Whicher Range 5 well in 2002-

2003.  

All casing and tubing required to drill and

complete Whicher Range-5 has already been

purchased and appropriate approvals

obtained.

EP 381, Western Australia 

(57.3% - operator)

EP 381 lies directly south of EP 408.

Seismic mapping has defined the Whicher

Range South Prospect, some 15 kilometres

south of the Whicher Range Gas Field.

Whicher Range South is an attractive prospect

of similar structural style to the Whicher

Range field, with the same objective reservoir

sands at a similar depth.

A seismic bright spot has been recognised on

the crest of the Whicher Range South

structure.  Given the depth and Permian age, a

seismic bright spot may not be a direct

hydrocarbon indicator.  Nevertheless, it is an

encouraging sign that significant gas

saturation may be present in this feature as it

is at Whicher Range.

EP(A) 8/96 and EP(A) 7/98-9 – 

North Perth Basin, WA 

These permits are south of the Woodada,

Beharra Springs and Dongara gas fields and

are awaiting settlement of Native Title issues

before grant.  Once Native Title issues have

been resolved, exploration effort will be

focused on identifying Permian age structural

plays on the flanks of the Beagle Ridge.  

COOPER BASIN

Block C099-F, South Australia (Amity

33.34% - Operator)

The Cooper Basin is Australia’s largest

onshore oil and gas province.  The discovered

recoverable raw gas reserves of the Cooper

Basin are about 8.2 trillion cubic feet, from in

excess of 100 gas discoveries.  There is also
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good oil potential in the overlying Eromanga

Basin, with more than 30 oil discoveries in

South Australia accounting for over 43 million

barrels of oil reserves.  

A consortium lead by Amity was selected as

successful applicant for block C099-F in the

second quarter of 1999.  This block of 438 square

kilometres is located 40 kilometres north of

Moomba and surrounds the existing gas

production facilities of the Bookabourie field.

Review of all exploration data has been

completed and several targets have been

identified as drilling candidates.

The grant of titles to this area has been held up

by Native Title and Cultural Heritage

negotiations.  

BONAPARTE BASIN

Amity is the operator and holds interests in

permits covering most of the onshore portion

and parts of the near-shore areas of the

Bonaparte Basin.  The basin straddles the

border between the Northern Territory and

Western Australia.

Fourteen wells have been drilled in the onshore

basin, with about half the wells producing gas

flows.  There is no doubt the basin possesses an

attractive hydrocarbon source rock in the

Carboniferous Milligans Formation.

Native Title has been awarded to the

Miriuwung Gajerrong people over parts of EP

386 and Native Title claims by the same group

have been made over the remainder of EP 386,

all of EP 66, RL1 and EP(A) 74.  Uncertainty

over Native Title and access has delayed the

resumption of field work in Amity permits.

Amity is presently working towards farming

out its Bonaparte Basin holdings.

EP 386, Western Australia (

Amity 76.5% - operator)

This permit includes Amity’s Waggon Creek and

Vienta gas discoveries.  Vienta-1 well was

drilled by Amity in 1998.  

Cultural Heritage issues have prevented access

to areas to shoot new seismic.  Amity is

currently reprocessing old seismic and other

geophysical data in order to mature drilling

locations in EP 386, without the need for new

seismic acquisition. 

RL-1, Weaber Gas Field, 

Northern Territory (85% - Operator)

Retention Licence-1 covers the Weaber Gas

Field about 65 kilometres northeast of

Kununurra, WA.  The extent of this field was

reduced when the main reservoir sandstone was

found to be absent in Weaber-5, drilled in 1998.

Despite this, Amity is proceeding with studies to

market the gas or dispose of the licence.

EP(A) 74, Northern Territory 

(Amity 76.5% - Operator)

This permit was recommended for grant in

1996, but the award of

the title has been

delayed while the

Northern Territory

Department of Mines

and Energy proceeds

with clarification of

Native Title issues.  
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operator is currently preparing an application

to the WA Department of Mineral and

Petroleum Resources to drill this prospect in

the year beginning August 2002.  The primary

objective is Cretaceous age sands sealed by the

Muderong Shale. This is the same play type

that has been successful elsewhere in the

Carnarvon Basin.

EROMANGA BASIN

ATP 598P, Queensland 

(Amity 45% - operator)

The ATP 598P Joint Venture participants intend

to relinquish this petroleum exploration title.

GIPPSLAND BASIN

PEP 138, Victoria (Amity 5% royalty)

The permit holder drilled a dry hole in the

permit during the year.

Amity, through a USA subsidiary, has

production from a number of wells onshore

USA in Kansas and Oklahoma within the

Hugoton Embayment of the Anadarko Basin.

Production continued throughout the year but

no exploration drilling was carried out.

Production of gas for the period 1 July, 2001 to

30 June, 2002 totalled 181,027 Mcf (thousand

cubic feet) of which Amity’s gross share was

44,308 Mcf and its net share of gas production

was 35,860 Mcf, equivalent to 99 Mcf per day

(2001: 100 Mcf per day).

Oil and condensate production for the same

period totalled 62,602 barrels.  Amity’s gross

share was 15,847 barrels and its net share

12,784 barrels, equivalent to 35 barrels per day

(2001: 28 barrels per day).

There are a number of promising offshore

structures that will require further investigation

in EP(A) 74.  Onshore, the Keep River-1 gas

discovery, situated 20 kilometres north of

Weaber, is the main area of interest.  Further

seismic is required to define the structure and

trapping mechanism.

EP 66, Northern Territory 

(Amity 76.5% - operator)

The EP 66 Joint Venture participants intend to

surrender this permit.

CARNARVON BASIN

PEP 325, Western Australia 

(Amity 5% non-Operator)

This permit occupies 2250 square kilometres

of the Carnarvon Basin in the offshore

Exmouth Gulf area.

The offshore Cooper Prospect has been

recognised in Exmouth Gulf and the permit

twelve
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DIRECTORS’ REPORT

locations including Europe, Latin America, the Middle

East and Asia. He was formerly an Investment Banking

Director of the HSBC Investment Bank plc, one of the

world's largest financial service organisations, with

previous regional roles based in London, Sydney and

Dubai. Mr. Rezos is also Managing Director of ASX-listed

pSivida Limited.

Peter Donald Allchurch B.Sc. - Executive Director.

Appointed 21 May 1987. Mr Allchurch is a Fellow of the

Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy, Member

of the Society of Economic Geologists and a Member of

the Petroleum Exploration Society of Australia. Mr.

Allchurch is a geologist with more than 30 years

experience in mining and petroleum exploration,

development and production. Mr Allchurch has been

directly involved in the discovery and development of a

number of significant petroleum and mineral deposits.

Mr Allchurch is also non-executive Chairman of Platinum

Australia Limited.

In addition to the above, Mr. Eric Edward Hughes was an

executive director from the beginning of the financial year

until 26 March 2002 and Mr. Michael Gerrard Blakiston

was a non-executive director from the beginning of the

financial year until 6 September 2002.

The directors of Amity Oil Limited (“Amity” or “the

Company”) present their report and financial report of

Amity and the entities it controlled at the end of, or

during the year ended 30 June 2002.

1.DIRECTORS

The directors in office at any time during or since the end

of the financial year are:

Richard Alden Elliott, BS(Hons) MS - Executive

Chairman. Appointed 6 July 2001.  Mr Elliott is a member

of AAPG (American Association of Petroleum Geologists)

and the AICD (Australian Institute of Company Directors).

He was Managing Director of Australian Occidental

Petroleum during its discovery of the Jabiru, Challis,

Harriet and Blina oil fields.  After leaving Occidental he

was principal of a resource consultancy firm in Western

Australia and spent 6 years as Consultant to the Premier

of Western Australia.  Mr. Elliott is a non-executive

director of Arc Energy NL.  Mr Elliott commenced

providing executive services to the Company in July 2002.

Anthony Peter Barton - Non-Executive Director.

Appointed 4 June 2002. Mr. Barton is a graduate of the

Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology with a Bachelor

of Business (Accountancy) degree and has 25 years of

commercial experience, having acted in senior executive

capacities in two leading Australian stockbroking firms.

Mr. Barton is Executive Chairman of the publicly listed

investment bank, Australian Heritage Group Limited and

non-executive Chairman of stockbroking firm, D.J.

Carmichael and Co.  

Fraser David Campbell, MA, Msc. - Non-Executive

Director. Appointed 26 March 2002. Mr. Campbell was

formerly General Manager Australasia for the Bank of

Scotland and brings to the Company a wealth of

experience and strong associations with international

corporate finance.  He was elected a Fellow of the

Institute of Bankers in 1998 and is also a director of

Hartleys.

Gavin John Rezos B, Juris, LLB, BA - Non-Executive

Director. Mr. Rezos has extensive Australian and

international investment banking experience across a

range of industries and in a number of geographical

Name of Director                    Fully Paid Shares Options

R.A. Elliott 374,854 493,714

A.P. Barton 15,114,273 3,778,570

F.D. Campbell 125,000 31,250

G.J. Rezos 100,000 425,000

P.D. Allchurch 5,303,424 2,325,859

At the date of this report, the directors’ share and

option holdings and relevant interests therein were:
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During the financial year 18 directors’ meetings were held.

The number of meetings attended by each director and

the number of meetings held during each director’s term

of office during the financial year are shown below.

During the financial year, the Company had a formally

constituted Audit Committee which comprised all the

members of the Board, however it was not required to

meet separately to consider any issues.  On 26 July 2002,

the Board appointed a separate Audit and Compliance

Committee with Messrs Rezos (Chairman) and Campbell

as members.  A Terms of Reference has been adopted and

the Committee has met twice since year end.  

During the financial year the Board also formed a

Remuneration Committee comprising Messrs Elliott and

Blakiston (Chairman).  On 26 July 2002, the Board altered

the composition of the Remuneration Committee to

include Mr. Barton instead of Mr. Elliott who is currently

providing executive services.  As at the date of this report,

the Board has not yet nominated a replacement for Mr.

Blakiston who resigned on 6 September 2002.

2. PRINCIPAL ACTIVITIES

The principal activities of the entities within the

Consolidated Entity during the financial year were as follows:

Amity Oil Limited 

- hydrocarbon exploration and operation of a drilling

business in Australia.

Amity Oil International Pty Ltd 

– hydrocarbon production and exploration in Turkey.

Roebuck Resources Inc 

- hydrocarbon production and exploration in the 

United States of America.

Great Southern Oil NL  

- hydrocarbon exploration in Australia

Latrobe Oil & Gas Pty Ltd 

– hydrocarbon exploration in the Australian 

Gippsland Basin.

Bonaparte Gulf Oil & Gas Pty Ltd 

– hydrocarbon exploration in the Australian 

Canning and Bonaparte Basins.

Southern Amity Inc

– hydrocarbon exploration in the Perth Basin, Australia.

3. FINANCIAL RESULTS

The operating loss after Income Tax of the Consolidated

Entity for the financial year ended 30 June, 2002 totalled

$6,748,467 (2001: $1,733,570).  This is equivalent to a loss

of 6.1 cents per share (2001: 1.7 cents).

4. DIVIDEND

The directors do not recommend the payment of a

dividend and no amount has been paid or declared by way

of dividend since the end of the previous financial year, or

to the date of this report.

5. OPTIONS

During the year ended 30 June, 2002 and to the date of

this report 33,676,356 ordinary fully paid shares in the

capital of Amity were issued following exercise of options.  

At the date of this report, the Company has 46,653,822

options for ordinary fully paid shares on issue and

1,682,113 options that have been exercised and are

awaiting allotment

Details as at the date of this report are set out below:

Number of Options Exercise Expiry Date
Price 

4,221,240  -  listed (AYOOA) $0.35 16 September 2002

38,232,582 -  listed (AYOO) $1.00 4 September 2004

1,000,000  -  unlisted $0.50 26 September 2005

1,200,000  -  unlisted $1.22 29 November 2005

2,000,000  -  unlisted $1.00 10 January 2006

Board of Directors’ Meetings Remuneration

Committee Meetings

Held Attended Held Attended

R.A. Elliott 17 16 1 1

A.P. Barton 1 - -

M.G. Blakiston 18 17 1 1

F.D. Campbell 4 3 - -

G.J. Rezos 12 11 - -

P.D. Allchurch 18 17 - -

E.E. Hughes 14 10 - -

DIRECTORS’ REPORT
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6. REVIEW OF OPERATIONS

The Consolidated Entity continued its operations of

hydrocarbon exploration and development in Australia

and Turkey and hydrocarbon production in Turkey and

the United States of America.  Please refer to Company

Operations Report immediately preceding this

Directors' Report for details of the Company's activities

during the financial year ended 30 June 2002 and to the

date of this report.

7. LIKELY DEVELOPMENTS

The Consolidated Entity intends to continue its

operations of hydrocarbon exploration, development and

production.

At this date, subject to exploration and development

activities described in Company Activities and State of

Affairs, there are no likely developments in the operations

of the Consolidated Entity which could be expected to

affect the results of the Consolidated Entity in

subsequent years.

8. ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

Amity is subject to a range of environmental laws and

regulations, with the most significant being:

• The West Australian Environmental Protection 

Act, 1986; 

• The Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967; and

• Petroleum Law No. 6326 (Turkey).

During the year, Amity met all reporting requirements in

relation to the above Acts.  No circumstances arose

during the year which resulted in an incident to be

reported under environmental legislation.

9. DIRECTORS’ AND EXECUTIVE OFFICER’S

EMOLUMENTS

The table below on this page sets out remuneration paid

to directors and senior executives of the Consolidated

Entity during the reporting period.

10. INDEMNIFICATION OF OFFICERS

An indemnity agreement has been entered into with each

of the directors of the Company named earlier in this

report.  Under the agreement, the Company has agreed to

indemnify those officers against any claim or for any

expenses or costs which may arise as a result of work

performed in their respective capacities.  There is no

monetary limit to the extent of this indemnity.

The Company paid an insurance premium of $37,335 for a

period of one year commencing 31 March 2002 in respect

of a contract insuring each of the directors against all

liabilities and expenses arising as a result of work

performed in their respective capacities, to the extent

permitted by law.

DIRECTORS Directors’ Base Superannuation Benefits & Total Option
Fees Salary Allowances Benefit

P.D. Allchurch - 189,655 8,803 11,390 209,848 -

A.P. Barton - - - - - -

M.G. Blakiston 12,566 - 1,005 - 13,571 11,733

F.C. Campbell 3,393 - - - 3,393 -

R.E. Elliott 24,664 - 2,265 - 26,929 11,733

E.E. Hughes - 147,011 8,803 5,915 161,729 -

G.J. Rezos 6,107 - - - 6,107 11,733

EXECUTIVES Salary Superannuation Benefits & Total
Allowances

S. F. Alpay 150,000 - - - 150,000

DIRECTORS’ REPORT
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11. STATE OF AFFAIRS

Significant changes in the state of affairs of the

Consolidated Entity during the financial year ended 30

June, 2002 were as follows:

(b) In Turkey, the Thrace Joint Venture (of which Amity is

Operator and 50% participant) completed construction of

a natural gas processing plant and 18.6 kilometre gas

pipeline and commenced sales of natural gas from the

Gocerler gas field.  The joint venture has sales contracts in

place which should see the plant operating near its 20

million cubic feet per day capacity in the second half of

the 2003 financial year.

12. EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO BALANCE DATE 

No matters or circumstances have arisen since the end of

the financial year which have significantly affected or may

significantly affect the operations, results or state of

affairs of the Consolidated Entity in subsequent financial

years, except for:

Exercising of Options

(a) Since 30 June 2002 31,100,288 options have been

exercised, resulting in the allotment of 31,100,288

shares.  The options were exercised at 35 cents each,

thus raising $10,885,101.   As at the date of this report

4,221,240 options have not yet been exercised and are

due to expire on 16 September 2002.

Bonus Issue of Options

(b) The Company made a bonus issue of one new option for

every four shares held on 30 August 2002.  The bonus

options expire on 4 September 2004 and are exercisable

at $1.00.  The options are quoted on the Australian Stock

Exchange under the code AYOO.  38,232,582 options

were allocated under the bonus issue.

Gas Sales Contracts

(c) Since year end, the Thrace Joint Venture (of which the

Company is Operator and 50% participant) has signed

new gas sales contracts for a further 12.3 million

standard cubic feet per day from its Gocerler gas field.

Production capacity has been increased and it is

anticipated that delivery on these new contracts will

commence within 2 months from the date of this

report.

13. PROCEEDINGS AGAINST THE COMPANY

No person has applied for leave of Court to bring

proceedings on behalf of the Company or intervene in any

proceedings to which the Company is a party for the

purpose of taking responsibility on behalf of the Company

for all or any part of those proceedings.

The Company was not party to any such proceedings

during the year.

Signed in accordance with a resolution of directors.

R.A. ELLIOTT

Executive Chairman

West Perth, Western Australia

13 September , 2002

(a) An increase in share capital from $32,308,977 to $46,407,466 as a result of:

$

Issue of 2,576,068 fully paid ordinary shares on exercise of options 901,624 

Issue of 15,394,735 fully paid ordinary shares by way of placement 11,999,999 

Issue of 115,000 fully paid ordinary shares to the Busselton 
Noongars pursuant to a deed in relation to the grant of Petroleum 
Exploration Permit EP408 92,000 

Issue of 2,232,763 fully paid ordinary shares pursuant to the Shareholder
Share Purchase Plan 1,698,900 

Expenses and fees associated with the above issues (594,034)

14,098,489
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